Partial evaluation is an automated program-transformation technique for specializing programs. Given a source program Phx; yi with the input parameters x and y, and a value s for x, a partial evaluator PE specializes P with respect to s, yielding the residual program P s hyi. To this end, PE precomputes all the parts of P that depend only upon the value of x, thus \partially evaluating" P, i.e., evaluating (executing) only the parts of P that do not depend on the value of y. The specialization process ensures the compatibility between source and residual programs: for any data item d in y's domain, running P s on the remaining input hdi computes the same output as running P on the complete input hs; di. The overall motivation for program specialization is that running P s on d is often more e cient than running P on both s and d, since PE has already precomputed the portions of P that depend only on s. This staging of P using PE pays o if P is repeatedly used with the x parameter set to s. Since its value is xed, x is called a static parameter, while y, which may vary, is called a dynamic parameter.
A simple example: Consider the following C function that squares the sum of its two arguments. int square_sum (int x, int y) { return (x*x + 2*x*y + y*y); } Specializing this function with x set to 3 yields the following residual function: int square_sum_3_u (int y) { return (9 + 6*y + y*y); } This specialized function is obtained by retaining the unknown parameter y, propagating the constant 3 in the body of square sum, and by evaluating the expressions x*x and 2*x that do not depend on y. Partial evaluators employ techniques found in optimizing compilers such as constant propagation and folding (evaluating expressions with constant parameters), loop unrolling (reducing the number of iterations by replicating a loop body). Since a partial evaluator is usually given more latitude than an ordinary compiler, it makes a more aggressive use of these techniques, propagating compound values (not merely scalars) across procedure boundaries, using non-trivial memoization (saving computed values for reuse) and caching techniques to share residual (partially evaluated) procedures, etc. The two standard approaches to writing a partial evaluator are monolithic (online) and staged (o ine). An online partial evaluator is essentially a symbolic interpreter, determining opportunistically which parts of the program to execute and which ones to retain. In contrast, an o ine partial evaluator proceeds in two phases: (1) a binding-time (q.v.) analysis calculates dependency information in the source program and classi es each program construct as either (a) dependent upon the static parameters only, or (b) possibly dependent on the dynamic parameters as well; and (2) a specialization phase executes the static program constructs and generates code for the others, yielding the specialized program. Partial evaluation is usually expressed as a source-to-source transformation, which facilitates portability and further transformation and optimization of specialized programs. Some static data, however, only become available at run time. But the naive idea of specializing at run time, compiling the residual program, and dynamically linking the resulting object code is much too costly. Therefore, modern partial evaluators perform run-time code generation instead. These dynamic partial evaluators produce programs that generate specialized object code at run-time once the data become available.
Applications of partial evaluation occur throughout computer science to customize general-purpose programs or software libraries. Classical examples include multiplication of sparse matrices, pattern-matching compilation, compilation of database queries, etc. Two such applications, in particular, have been extensively explored: programming-language interpreters and partial evaluators themselves:
Interpreters: given a de nitional interpreter INT For a very simple example, here is a (handwritten) generating extension corresponding to square sum when its rst parameter is xed. It is a C language function whose output is C source code for a function that has been specialized. void gen_square_sum_k_u (int x) { printf("int square_sum_%d_u (int y) {\n", x); printf(" return (%d + %d*y + y*y);\n", x*x, 2*x); printf("}\n"); } A call gen square sum k u(3); produces as output the specialized function described earlier.
int square_sum_3_u (int y) { return (9 + 6*y + y*y); } As specialized partial evaluators, generating extensions are often more e cient than a general-purpose partial evaluator. They are especially useful when the same program needs to be specialized repeatedly. In fact, some partial-evaluation systems produce generating extensions by default to carry out program specialization.
Contemporary applications of partial evaluation include implementing domain-speci c languages (see Problem-Oriented Languages) by interpreter specialization, removing layers of interpretation in coordination languages (q.v.), collapsing network protocol stacks for e ciency, optimizing graphics systems, dynamically specializing circuits on eld-programmable gate arrays, and optimizing the veri cation of reactive systems (see Real-Time Systems 
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